
Because Toronto’s got too many stars to shine, KHF’20 presents…

Toronto’s Masked Singer: Home Sweet Home Edition

CONTEST RULES and GUIDELINES:

The popular KHF stage event is back in a new format! Since we cannot host a live event this year, 

KHF is looking for the Masked Singing Champions of Toronto online. The Masked Singers will be 

deemed Champions of 2 categories: Solo and Family/Friends.

Steps to become a Masked Champion:

Please send an email to shinwoojin13@gmail.com with subject title “KHF20 MASKED SINGER - (YOUR

NAME HERE)” starting from August 24th to August 28th. The email application must contain the 

following information and an audition clip attached (Less than a minute).

1. Name and Nickname for the mask:

2. Contact information:

Phone ________________ Email: __________________ Instagram: ________________

3. Which category of the competition are you applying for? (Solo/Family&Friends)

4. Name of the artist and song you will be covering:

5. Short introduction of yourself:

6. Have you won any prize in the KHF Masked Singer Competition 2019?

7. Do you agree to take a short shout-out video if you proceed to the final round? (Yes/No)

8. Do you certify that the above statements are true and correct and understand that a false 

statement may disqualify you and your team? (Yes/No)

1. Contestants can apply to be part of “The Masked Champion” contest by submitting an 

audition clip to torontokhf@gmail.com for one category starting from August 24th to 

August 28th.

1. MP4 or AVI Files are accepted but need to be less than a minute.

2. Only video can be submitted
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3. Please only cover one song

4. We ask contestants to try recording their videos in landscape mode (horizontal) and 

High Definition Quality.

5. If you do not receive a confirmation of receipt in 3 business days after submitting 

your application, please let us know by sending an email to torontokhf@gmail.com.

b. The Qualifying Round is done offline by KHF Panel Judges. Four (4) highest-scored 

contestants from each category will be announced on September 4th and will proceed to 

the Final Round, which starts on September 14th.

a. Qualifiers Judging Criteria

 Voice and singing Technique (Articulation, rhythm, audibility, voice projection)

 Pitch Accuracy

 Lyrical clarity/creativity (for singer-songwriters)

Overall Performance (expression, emotion, etc.)

c. The Final Round will be done online on KHF Instagram Account. The contest this year will be 

a tournament, which means finalists will compete against another contestant with the video 

they submitted in their application. 

KHF will upload each team’s video online from September 14th to 18th, with a voting 

function attached. The public will choose one team who they think has put in better 

performance, and the winner team proceeds to the next round. 

9/14 - Top 8 First & Second Rounds

9/15 - Top 8 Third & Fourth Rounds

9/16 - Top 4 First Round

9/17 - Top 4 Second Round

9/18 - Final

9/19 - Winners Announcement!

d. All contestants are required to wear their own masks that cover at least one-third of their 

face.

e. All contestants will be asked to come up with their nicknames that match with their masks.
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f. Please note that we will ask all eight (8) finalists to post a short shout-out video promoting 

their work on their Instagram, with #khf2020. 

g. Please note that we will ask the Champion(s) to take a short video of their thank-you speech 

as well as a little bit of encore. 

What can I sing?

Contestants this year can apply and perform in both English and/or Korean! However, please note 

that no songs including improper language or explicit content can be sung in the video! This event is 

for all ages and KHF Admin may ask for you to change your repertoire.

Who can Apply?

The Korean Harvest Festival 2020’s The Masked Champion is open to ANYONE of ALL ages. Previous 

winners of any Singing competition events at KHF 2019 are not eligible. Singers who can sing in 

Korean and/or English are both welcomed! 

[CONTACT FOR MORE INFO]

● Email: torontokhf@gmail.com

● Both Korean and English inquiries are welcome


